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Starting your adventure

Varrock is the starting point for all new players
there are many shops that have useful items for sale

And now that you've seen all of the shops, here are some other features that can be found
at Varrock home

Last but not least.

MONSTERS AND MINIGAMES

Red = Boss Teleports
Dark Blue = Minigame Teleports
Green = Monster Teleports
Orange = Pking Teleports
Yellow = Skill Teleports
Light Blue = City Teleports
White = Hunter and Agility Area

BOSS TELEPORTS
Boss teleports take you to the God Wars Dungeon, King Black Dragon (located in
level 44 of the wilderness), Dagannoth Kings, Tormented Demons and the
Corporeal Beast.

God Wars is tough, you must get 15 kills of the monsters that represent the four
bosses in order to enter the boss room and kill the boss. There are four bosses
Saradomin (Commander Zilyana), Zamorak (K'ril Tsutsaroth) , Bandos (General
Graardor), and Armadyl (Kree'Arra).
Commander Zilyana drops Saradomin items including godsword parts and the
Saradomin Sword, a powerful 2 handed weapon with an amazing special attack.
General Graardor drops the coveted bandos armor, which can fetch a hefty price
and is some of the strongest armor in game.
Kree'Arra drops the powerful Armadyl ranging armor, which rivals third age in
power.
K'ril Tsutsaroth drops Zamorak items.
All bosses and their guardians have a chance at dropping godsword hilts and
shards.

King Black Dragon can be easily slain with the right equipment, a lot of food, high combat
stats and an anti-dragon shield/dragonfire shield will earn an easy victory.

Out side of the King Black Dragon's lair is the boss Plane-Freezer Lakhrahnaz. He's a
deadly boss that can poison you, freeze you, and drain your prayer. Anti-poison, prayer
potions and food is advised when fighting him. He drops berserker rings and other useful
things.

Dagannoth Kings are especially brutal. One uses melee, one uses mage, and the other is
range. The mage and range kings can hit incredibly hard, upwards of 50+.

Tormented Demons are moderately tough. Melee is not advised, range is the best method
to take them down for a chance at dragon claws.

The Corporeal Beast is probably the toughest boss in the game. It is best taken down with a
team of 2-3 players. Mage prayer and a lot of food is highly recommended. You can get the
components to make a spirit shield from this boss.

MINIGAMES
Barrows- Fight and defeat the six barrows brothers for a chance to open the chest and get a
piece of barrows armor.

TzHaar Cave- Entrance to the Jad minigame. Defeat this legendary boss for the strongest
cape in the game: The Fire Cape. It is not advised to use melee for this boss, using range
limits his attack styles down to two: range and mage.
There is a bout a 1 second interval for his attacks to allow you to switch to the correct
prayer to protect from his damage. His max hit is about 98.
For his mage attack, he will stand on his rear legs and charge a powerful spell to cast at
you.
For his range attack, he will rear up and bring his front legs down, causing rocks to fall on
you from the ceiling, causing range damage.
For his melee attack, he will swing one of his front fists at you.

Duel Arena- Fight people for fun or for high stakes to either lose your money or walk away
wealthier.

Warrior Guild- Gather tokens and travel to the top floor, where you must slaughter
Cyclopes in order to obtain defenders, including the rare Flameburst defender.

MONSTER TELEPORTS AND COMBAT TRAINING
Rock Crabs- these creatures have high hitpoints and do very little damage. That makes
them ideal for training early on. Recommend using them to train your combat skills
(Strength, Attack, Defense, Hitpoints, Ranged and Magic) up to about level 60.

Taverly Dungeon- This place has a whole assortment of monsters including ghosts, lesser
demons, and Blue Dragons

Slayer Tower- This place is where a lot of later slayer tasks take place. It has three floors
full of monsters. Floor 1 has low-leveled monsters, crawling hands and banshees. Floor 2
has infernal mages, bloodvelds, and dust devils. Floor 3 has the more challenging monsters:
Gargoyles (75 slayer), Nechryaels (80 slayer), Abyssal Demons (85 slayer), and Dark
Beasts (90 slayer). These monsters have higher hitpoints, making them good for training
combat skills above 80.
Abyssal demons drop abyssal whips and 3rd age mage and range armor pieces. Dark
beasts drop the powerful dark bow and also drop 3rd age mage and range pieces.

Brimhaven Dungeon- This place also has high-leveled monsters including Lava Giants, Ice
Giants, and Iron and Steel Dragons. I recommend using range and an anti-dragon
shield/dragonfire shield to kill the metal dragons. The giants are good training up until
about level 75 or so.

Hill Giants- These are also good for low-leveled training. Their low hitpoints makes them
easy to take down and earn experience from.

SLAYER
The slayer master, Duradel, can be found near the big bank in Varrock. Depending on your
slayer level, he will give you a select number of a certain monster to kill to earn slayer
experience.
If your task is too hard or tedious for you to complete, you can talk to him again and he will
give you an easier task to complete.

In the quest tab, you can keep track of your slayer task, what kind of monster you have to
kill and the amount you have left to kill.

When you complete a slayer task, you will earn points called "Social Club Points" you can
spend them at a shop near the home teleport spot in Varrock. You can buy things like Void
armor and godsword parts from his SCP shop.

STRYKEWYRMS
Strykewyrms are some of the toughest monsters in the game. They can poison you, drain
your prayer, and freeze you with powerful magic.
Range or high-leveled combat gear is a must if you wish to defeat them for a chance at a
powerful chaotic weapon.
99 prayer is also a good idea, because they hit hard with melee and have high defense.
The portal is located to the side of the varrock bank, near the recipe for disaster portal.

Jungle Strykewyrm (red dot)- Level 110. Does poison damage and drops the chaotic rapier.
Desert Strykewyrm (green dot)- Level 130. Drains your prayer and drops the chaotic maul.
Ice Strykewyrm (purple dot)- Level 210. Does ice damage that freezes you in place and can
do upwards of 30+ damage. Drops the chaotic longsword.

RECIPE FOR DISASTER
This is a tough minigame. Prayer is disabled and the only way to keep yourself alive is with
food and potions. It's worth it for the sweet rewards afterwards, though.
To begin, enter the portal next to the Varrock bank. Be ready: THIS IS NOT A SAFE
MINIGAME

There are 5 bosses total that must be defeated. Range or Melee is advised, either will be
effective against them.
Agrith Na-Na- Level 146, uses magic attacks.
Flambeed- Level 149, uses strong melee attacks.
Karamel- Level 136, attacks with ice barrage spell and melee.
Dessourt- Uses a combo of mage and melee.
The Culinromancer- Uses VERY strong melee and magic attacks.
After each boss is defeated, you may exit the minigame and restock on food and potions.
Your progress will be kept.
When they are all defeated, you'll unlock all of the rewards in the Recipe for Disaster chest.
They include powerful rings, strong potions and three of the strongest amulets in the game.

MONEYMAKING
This guide is to show newer players how to make money for themselves!
Throughout your adventures in Social Club, you will encounter many things that can earn
you a decent amount of gold. Whether it be skilling, pking, or killing mosnters.
When beginning this game, you start out with a small amount of cash to help you get some
basic things to begin training and money making. But that is clearly not enough, right?
Here are some easy ways to begin earning money.

THIEVING
You can earn several million gold in just a few minutes here. The higher your thieving level
gets, the more money you earn. This is a good way to get money early on to buy necessary
things like food, potions, and skilling equipment.

SKILLING
Go to your spellbook and click the "skill teleport" located right under the PK teleports.
The skilling area has a lot of ways to make money. You can mine for ores, woodcut for logs
(which are in high-demand a lot of the time), and even fish for food for yourself or to sell to
others.

COMBAT
Combat is the most broad way to earn money in the game. Depending on how lucky you
are, you can get some pretty expensive drops by killing bosses and other monsters in game.
You can also get crystal keys from high level slayer monsters that are worth 50 million a
piece, or you can open the chest at home to get a reward.
Abyssal demons drop abyssal whips which are powerful weapons that people buy for
pking/staking and even PvM. They also drop 3rd age mage and range armor pieces.
Bosses drop rare and expensive items that can go for a lot. Like dragon claws, godsword
parts, and spirit shields.

Skilling Guides
First off, click the skill teleport in your spellbook to be taken to the skilling area.
This is the area used to train a majority of skills in Social Club. Mining, crafting,
woodcutting, firemaking, smithing, fishing, cooking, fletching, herblore AND farming can be
trained here.

MINING
All of the ores required to go from 1-99 mining are located here. You can bank the ores at
the bank stall located nearby.
Copper/Tin: levels 1-15, 360 exp each.
Iron: levels 15-30, 700 exp each.
Coal- levels 30-55, 1000 exp each.
Mithril- levels 55-70, 1600 exp each.
Adamant- levels 70-85, 1900 exp each.
Rune- levels 85-99, 2500 exp each.

Normal logs- levels 1-15, 750 exp each.
Oak logs- levels 15-30, 1110 exp each.*
Willow Logs- levels 30-45, 2040 exp each.
Maple Logs- levels 45-60, 3000 exp each*
Yew Logs- levels 60-75, 5250 exp each.
Magic Logs- levels 75-99, 7500 exp each.

FIREMAKING
All of those logs you gathered from 1-99 woodcutting will come in handy for 1-99
firemaking as well. Firemaking is the easiest 99 to obtain, no matter what log is used you
will get 30,000 experience per log burned.

FLETCHING
Fletching is another skill that allows you to use the logs you obtained from woodcutting.
Arrow Shafts: levels 1-20, 200 exp each. You can make arrow shafts with any kind of log.
Oak shortbow: levels 20-25, 640 exp each.
Oak Longbow: levels 25-35, 960 exp each.
Willow shortbow: levels 35-40, 1320 exp each.
Willow longbow: levels 40-50, 1640 exp each.
Maple shortbow: levels 50-55, 2000 exp each.
Maple longbow: levels 55-65, 2320 exp each.
Yew shortbow: levels 65-70, 2680 exp each.
Yew longbow: levels 70-80, 3000 exp each.
Magic shortbow: levels 80-99, 3320 exp each.
Magic longbow: levels 80-99, 3640 exp each.

FISHING
FISHING SPOTS
The fishing spots are all located at the skill area.
Shrimp- level 1-23, 350/650 exp each
Raw Cod- level 23-35, 600 exp each
Raw Sardine/Raw Tuna- level 35-70, 650 exp each
Swordfish- level 70-85, 2650 exp each
Lobster- level 85-89, 3350 exp each
Shark- level 89-93, 1000 exp each
Rocktail- level 93-99, 2000 exp each

When rocktail are fished, they are fished pre-cooked. So that they are ready to be used for
whatever combat purposes they can be used for.

NOTE: with the strange exp rates, it is not recommended to use sharks and rocktails to get
99, unless you need them for food, or to get 99 cooking. If you are going for experience, it
is advised to fish for lobsters/swordfish to get 99.

COOKING

Shrimp- levels 1-10, 600 exp
Herring/other fish- levels 10-30, 1000 exp each
Tuna- levels 30-40, 2000 exp each
Lobster- levels 40-55, 2400 exp each
Swordfish- levels 55-80, 2800 exp each
Shark- levels 80-99, 4200 exp each

Crafting
Buy a chisel from Bob's skilling shop.
You also have to purchase the gems you will be cutting to go from 1-99 crafting. It can be
somewhat expensive, so bring plenty of cash.

Sapphire- level 1-40, 1000 exp each.
Emerald- level 40-60, 1360 exp each.
Ruby- level 60-70, 3720 exp each.
Diamond- level 70-75, 4640 exp each.
Dragonstone- 2760 exp each.
Onyx- 3680 exp each.
Ruby and Diamond need to be cut twice to make diamond and ruby bolt tips. You can attach these
bolt tips to adamant bolts to make Ruby and Diamond bolts (e).
Onyx gems can be bought from Zeke in varrock for 10,000,000 gp each, or they can be obtained by
killing Tzhaar-Xils near the entrance to the Jad minigame.

HUNTER

To begin hunting, search the crates around the agility net to pick up a butterfly net.
Just run around and catch Implings and butterflies according to your level.
Baby Impling- level 1, 1100 exp
Young Impling- level 17, 2500 exp
Gourmet Impling- level 20, 3500 exp
Ruby Harvest- level 30, 5000 exp
Earth Impling- level 34, 4500 exp
Essence Impling- level 40, 5000 exp
Sapphire Glacialis- level 45, 7500 exp
Eclectic Impling- level 50, 7000 exp
Nature Impling- level 58, 8000 exp
Magpie Impling- level 65, 10500 exp
Ninja Impling- level 74, 12000 exp
Snowy Knight- level 75, 13000 exp
Black Warlock- level 85, 12000 exp
Dragon Impling- level 90, 18000 exp

AGILITY
In the same place as the hunter area. Run around and climb the net from level 1-99. Each
time you increase a level, your experience increases by 250.

SMITHING
Smithing is another skill that can be trained from 1-99 at the skilling area.
The furnace is located south of the bank stall, making it quick to smelt ores and bank them.

Smelting the bars does not yield as much experience as smithing them into items.
It is also advised to train mining and smithing at the same time, or get 99 mining first so that you
have the ores ready to smelt and smith to get 99 smithing.
Bronze- level 1-15, 120 exp
Iron- level 15-30, 260 exp
Steel- level 30-55, 360 exp
Mithril- level 55-70, 600 exp
Adamant- level 70-85, 760 exp
Rune- level 85-99, 1000 exp
Smithing the bars is much more exp.
1 bar of Bronze= 380 exp
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Iron= 500 exp
Steel= 1000 exp
Mithril= 1000 exp
Adamant= 1260 exp
Rune= 1500 exp

PRAYER
There are three main types of bones to use for prayer exp. Regular, big, and dragon. With
dragon bones giving the most exp. Regular bones can be obtained by killing low-leveled
monsters like goblins. Big bones are dropped by giants, dark beasts, and other medium to
high leveled monsters. Dragon bones can be obtained by slaying dragons or buying them
from other players for a price.
Burying bones is the quickest way to get prayer exp, but there is also another way that is
more time consuming, but gives more experience.

Burying Exp
Regular Bones- 200 exp
Big Bones- 600 exp
Dragon Bones- 2880 exp
Altar Exp
Regular Bones- 400 exp
Big Bones- 1200 exp
Dragon Bones- 5760 exp

RUNECRAFTING
You can buy rune essence from the skilling store for 4 gp per essence. It is fairly cheap
which makes runecrafting a very inexpensive skill to train.
Go talk to the Zamorak mage behind the big bank in Varrock. Select which altar to go to
and click it, navigate through the list of altars if necessary.

Once at your altar of choice, click on the altar and you will automatically create runes
specific to that altar. Just run, bank, and repeat.
Air- level 1, 200 exp per rune
Mind- level 2, 240 exp per rune
Water- level 5, 240 exp per rune
Earth- level 8, 280 exp per rune
Fire- level 14, ?
Body- level 20, 320 exp per rune
Cosmic- level 27, 360 exp per rune
Nature- level 44, 400 exp per rune
Law- level 54, 600 exp per rune
Death- level 65, 720 exp per rune
Blood- level 77, ?

Runecrafting is probably the most tedious 99 to get. It is very time consuming and should
only be done by those who are somewhat patient.

THIEVING

Crafting stall- level 1-25, 500 exp
Food stall- level 25-50, 1500 exp
General Stall- level 50-75, 3000 exp
Magic Stall- level 75-90, 5000 exp
Scimitar Stall- level 90-99, 8500 exp

FARMING
Farming can be done at the skilling area, in the tree patch near the furnace and the range.
You can purchase farming seeds from the skilling shop. Lower leveled seeds cost 1,000 gp
each, while the higher level herb seeds cost 10,000 gp each, so be sure to bring some
money if you intend to get 99 farming.
Plant the seeds in the corner of the patch where the red arrow is pointing (bottom right
corner)

When farming, you gain experience for both planting and harvesting the seeds. The herbs
also grow instantly and can give about 3-8 herbs per seed planted.
Exp per seed is the amount of experience given when you plant the seed, and exp per herb
is the experience you get for every herb harvested.
Guam- level 1, 220 exp per seed, 260 exp per herb
Marentill- level 14, 280 exp per seed, 300 exp per herb
Tarromin- level 19, 320 exp per seed, 360 exp per herb
Harralander- level 26, 440 exp per seed, 480 exp per herb
Ranarr- level 32, 540 exp per seed, 620 exp per herb
Toadflax- level 38, 680 exp per seed, 780 exp per herb
Irit- level 44, 860 exp per seed, 980 exp per herb
Avantoe- level 50, 1100 exp per seed, 1240 exp per herb
Kwuarm- level 56, 1380 exp per seed, 1560 exp per herb
Snapdragon- level 62, 1760 exp per seed, 1980 exp per herb
Cadantine- level 67, 2140 exp per seed, 2400 exp per herb
Lantadyme- level 73, 2700 exp per seed, 3040 exp per herb
Dwarf Weed- level 79, 3420 exp per seed, 3840 exp per herb
Torstol- level 85, 4000 exp per seed, 4500 exp per herb

HERBLORE
Herblore is best trained alongside farming, so you can put the herbs you grow to good use.
The only things you will need to train this skill are vials of water (which can be bought from
the skilling shop for 2 gp each) and herbs.
Herblore is also a useful skill if you don't wish to spend a lot of money on buying potions.
Once you get to a high enough level and you have the time, you can make your own potions
and save quite a bit of money, as some potions can be expensive.
Level 1 Attack Potion- Guam, 500 exp
Level 5 Anti-Poison- Marrentill, 760 exp

Level 12 Strength Potion- Tarromin, 1000 exp
Level 20 Restore Potion- Harralander, 1260 exp
Level 30 Prayer Potion- Ranarr, 1760 exp
Level 30 Saradomin Brew- Toadflax, 3600 exp
Level 34 Super Attack- Irit, 2000 exp
Level 50 Super Antipoison- Avantoe, 2000 exp
Level 55 Super Strength- Kwuarm, 2500 exp
Level 59 Super Restore- Snapdragon, 2860 exp
Level 66 Super Defense- Cadantine, 3100 exp
Level 67 Lantadyme- Antifire, 3160
Level 72 Ranging Potion- Dwarf Weed, 3260 exp
Level 75 Zamorak Brew- Torstol, 3500 exp

You can also gain herblore experience by cleaning herbs, however, the exp you get from
cleaning the herbs is very small and only helps make getting 99 a little faster.

END.

